The detection of point sources in Cosmic Microwave Background maps is usually based on a single-frequency approach, whereby maps at each frequency are filtered separately and the spectral information on the sources is derived combining the results at the different frequencies. On the contrary, in the case of multi-frequency detection methods, source detection and spectral information are tightly interconnected in order to increase the source detection efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) provides a very useful tool to understand the Universe and its evolution. A proper analysis of this primordial radiation allows us to discriminate between different evolutionary models of the Universe. Different experiments have taken data with different observing conditions (i.e. resolutions, frequencies, fields of view, ...) in order to improve our comprehension of this radiation and, therefore, of the Universe. The ⋆ E-mail: lanz@ifca.unican.es excellent sensitivities of modern instruments, close to fundamental limits, imply that our ability to accurately measure the CMB temperature anisotropies is limited by the contamination of CMB maps by astrophysical emissions (foregrounds). For this reason, many techniques have been developed in order to separate the different components that one can find in the maps. While on moderate to large angular scales the main contaminants are diffuse Galactic emissions, extragalactic point sources dominate on small angular scales both in temperature (Toffolatti et al. 1998; De Zotti et al. 1999 ; Hobson et al. 1999; De Zotti et al. 2005 ) and in polarisation (Tucci et al. 2004 (Tucci et al. , 2005 ; López-Caniego et al. 2009 ; Argüeso et al. 2011a ).
Astrophysical foregrounds can be both a disturbance for CMB studies and interesting per se. The WMAP surveys have made possible to investigate for the first time the statistical properties of bright radio sources above ∼ 10 GHz over the whole sky (Bennett et al. 2003; Hinshaw et al. 2007; López-Caniego et al. 2007; Chen & Wright 2008; González-Nuevo et al. 2008; Massardi et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2009; Gold et al. 2011) . The first Planck results (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011a ) have already offered the possibility of extending the study to higher frequencies and fainter flux densities (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011b ).
There is a rich literature on methods to extract compact sources from CMB maps (see Herranz & Vielva 2010 , for a recent review). Successful techniques exploit a variety of tools: wavelets (Vielva et al. 2001 (Vielva et al. , 2003 González-Nuevo et al. 2006; Sanz et al. 2006; López-Caniego et al. 2007 ), matched filters (Vikhlinin et al. 1995; Tegmark & de Oliveira-Costa 1998; Barreiro et al. 2003; López-Caniego et al. 2006 ) and other linear filtering tools Chiang et al. 2002; Herranz et al. 2002a; López-Caniego et al. 2004 , 2005a López-Caniego et al. 2005b) . Usually these methods filter maps at each frequency separately. In addition, Bayesian techniques that include prior information about the distribution of the sources have been proposed in the literature (Hobson & McLachlan 2003; Carvalho et al. 2009; Argüeso et al. 2011b) .
Although single-frequency filtering techniques have been remarkably successful, a multi-frequency approach allows us to take advantage of additional information such as the cross-power spectrum of the noise. This makes possible to improve the significance of sources seen at different frequencies but with relatively low signal-to-noise ratio in each frequency channel without any a priori assumption on their spectral properties. However, multi-frequency detection of point sources in CMB maps is still a poorly explored field. introduced the matrix filters technique (MTXF) as the first fully multi-frequency, non-parametric, linear filtering technique that is able to find point sources and to do unbiased estimations of their flux densities. The MTXF technique exploits the distinctive spatial behaviour of these sources without assuming any specific spectral behaviour. Herranz et al. (2009) applied the MTXF to realistic simulations of the Planck radio channels, showing that it is possible to practically double the number of detections for some of the channels with respect to the single-frequency matched filter approach for a fixed reliability level.
The MTXF approach exploits the multi-frequency information only on the diffuse components (like CMB, Galactic emissions and noise). A more complete approach should take into account also the correlations among the different frequency maps due to point sources themselves. A step in this direction was done by Herranz et al. (2002b) who presented the matched multi-filter (MMF) method, a generalisation of the standard matched filter for multifrequency data where the frequency dependence of the signal is known. This is the case for the thermal Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (SZ) effect (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970 , 1972 , for which the method was originally developed and that has been used to build the Planck Early SZ catalog. Unfortunately this is not the case for extragalactic radio sources. However, Lanz et al. (2010) took advantage of an analogy between the SZ and the point source case. In the SZ case, the spectral behaviour of the sources is known but the size of the clusters is not. To deal with this, the size of the source is described, in the design of an MMF, by means of a free parameter, whose value is determined maximising the signal-to-noise ratio for each detected source (Herranz et al. 2002b ). In the case of point sources, the angular profiles are known (they are given by the point spread functions, PSFs, of the instrument) and we only need to optimise a set of parameters describing the spectral shape.
In Lanz et al. (2010) the MMF was applied to realistic simulations of the Planck mission. The promising results obtained in that work prompted us to apply the method to real data, namely to the 7-yr WMAP data. More precisely, we have considered the V and W maps (61 and 94 GHz respectively), because at these frequencies the knowledge of the statistical properties of radio galaxies was poor. The structure of the article is as follows. In § 2 we briefly describe the method, and in § 3 the data used. In § 4 we present and discuss our results, comparing our flux density estimates with measurements with other instruments. Our main conclusions are summarised in § 5.
METHOD
The MMF is the optimal linear detection method when the spatial profile and the frequency dependence of the sources are known. By 'optimal' we mean, as it is common in statistics, that the estimation of the flux density of the sources is unbiased and has minimum variance (maximum efficiency). In Fourier space the MMF takes the form:
where q is the Fourier mode, Ψ(q) is the column vector of the filters Ψ(q) = [ψν (q)], F is the column vector F = [fν τν ], fν is the frequency dependence, τν(q) is the source profile at each frequency ν and P −1 is the inverse matrix of the crosspower spectrum P. The MMF takes as arguments N images (in this work N = 2) and returns a single filtered image where the sources are optimally enhanced with respect to the noise. The variance of the output filtered image is given by:
If a source has a signal-to-noise ratio 5 after the filtering, we say that we have a detection at that position.
Since we are dealing with point sources, the profiles τν are directly given by the PSFs of the instrument. The crosspower spectrum P is not known a priori but can be inferred from the data under the assumption that the point sources are sparse. The unknown frequency dependence, f = [fν ], of a given source can be parametrised as:
where Sν and S0 are the flux densities at a frequency ν and at the frequency of reference ν0. The spectral index γ is a free parameter. As pointed out by Lanz et al. (2010) , each image is filtered several times for different MMFs. These MMFs are identical except for the spectral index γ. The test values of the spectral index used in this work are −3.5 γ 3.5, with a step of 0.05. As it was shown in the cited work, the signalto-noise (SNR) ratio of the detected source is maximal for the correct choice of this parameter, and by construction (we want an efficient estimator of the flux density of the source), the uncertainty assigned to the source is the square root of the variance expressed in eq. (2) for the correct value of γ. While the parametrisation of eq. (3) is perfectly adequate in our case, any other parametrisation, even a non-functional description of the vector f by means of its components, could be used in other cases, e.g. when more than two frequencies are considered simultaneously.
APPLICATION TO WMAP DATA
As mentioned above, the WMAP V and W bands are particularly interesting because only a small fraction of WMAP sources were detected with SNR 5σ in these bands. We have used an adapted version of the code described in López-Caniego et al. (2007) , Massardi et al. (2009) and in López-Caniego et al. (2009) , modified in order to handle two frequencies simultaneously and to accommodate our MMF filtering. The code reads in an input parameter file containing the specific characteristics of the maps to be analysed as well as the patch size, the pixel size and overlap among the patches to effectively cover the 100% of the sky. Then, it reads in the two input maps in FITS format and extracts the patches to be analysed using the tangential plane approximation implemented in the CPAC library 1 . Each pair of V and W patches is analysed simultaneously using the MMF, and a first set of detections is produced. Next, the code iteratively explores different values of the spectral index for each source, allowing for the appearance of new possible detections. At the end, the code gathers all the candidates and generates a list of detections above a given SNR, converting the positions of the detected objects in the plane to the sphere. We have used flat patches of 14.6
• × 14.6
• , each containing 128 × 128 pixels. The pixel area is 6.871 ′ × 6.871 ′ , corresponding to the HEALPix resolution parameter N side = 512 (see Górski et al. (2005) for more details). In total we have 371 patches, with significant overlaps among them in order to avoid as much as possible border effects. As described in Massardi et al. (2009) , we perform a two-step process, first doing a blind search across the sky and then refining the analysis obtaining new patches centred at the positions of the sources identified in the blind step. In this way we further reduce any projection and border effect that we could have.
When dealing with the V and especially the W WMAP bands it is necessary to carefully characterise the properties of the beams, both to build the optimal filters (eq. 1) and to obtain a good photometry of the sources. WMAP beams, particularly at 94 GHz, are highly non-Gaussian and non circularly symmetric. We also need to take into account that for the W band the pixel size (6.871 ′ ) is dangerously close to the minimum sampling of the FWHM required to avoid 1 http://astro.ic.ac.uk/∼mortlock/cpack/ aliasing, and that real sources are not necessarily located at the geometrical centre of the pixels. We have dealt with these systematic effects in the following way.
We used the beam transfer functions (circularly symmetric) provided by WMAP 2 to create high resolution templates of the beams (equivalent to the HEALPix N side = 4096) projected into the tangent plane. Please note that the maps that we have used to perform our analysis have a pixel size corresponding to N side = 512. In addition, we must consider that sources are not necessarily located at the geometrical centre of these pixels. Therefore, taking the beam transfer functions, we divided each N side = 512 pixel in 8×8 subpixels (N side = 4096) using the following formula:
where we obtained the value of the beam template in any angular position (θ) from the beam transfer function using the Legendre polynomials. Then we averaged the high-resolution beams over all the 8 × 8 possible displacements of the source centre inside a N side = 512 pixel. In order to obtain a wellestimated average of the beams, we repeated this process 5000 times. These averaged beam templates were then degraded to the same resolution of our maps (N side = 512). In this way we take into account, on average, the effects of pixelisation and the possible offsets of the sources with respect to the geometrical centre of the pixel. A careful correction for the non-circularity of the beams would require a detailed knowledge of the combination of beam orientations for all scans through every position in the sky. Since this information is not available to us, we only applied to the flux densities an average correction factor that takes into account the effective beam areas for each channel. The correction factors were obtained using the self-calibration method based on SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996 ) AUTO photometry, described in González-Nuevo et al. (2008) . In that work, the NEWPS 3yr sources detected above the 5σ level by SExtractor and with flux densities S 1 Jy were used for the self-calibration. Only 3 W-band sources satisfied these requirements and therefore the correction factor for this band could not be reliably estimated. To overcome this problem we have applied SExtractor to the W map at the positions of 296 sources observed by the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) and the Very Large Array (VLA). Fifteen of them were detected at 3σ by SExtractor. Since all the ATCA/VLA sources have been detected at a very high significance level, we were confident that there were no spurious detections in this sample. These sources were used to recalculate the effective beam area at 94 GHz. We obtained (2.50 ± 0.09) × 10 −5 sr, to be compared with the nominal value of 2.07 × 10 −5 sr for the symmetrised beam. Note that all the ingredients described in this section must be introduced in the code before the filtering process. Table 2 ); red squares represent the positions of the 10 Galactic or unidentified detections (see Table 1 ). A coloured version of this figure is available with the online edition of the paper. (Gold et al. 2011) , in NEWPS-5yr at 61 GHz (N) ) or in the Planck catalogue at 70 or 100 GHz (P) (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011a) . Sources without data are detections that, due to the multifrequency method, do not have a clear estimation of their flux density of the spectral index inside the studied range of γ. These sources with no flux density information are not taken into account in the subsequent analysis. 
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Point source detection
The two-step filtering approach described in section 3 yields 129 5σ detections in the 61 and 94 GHz WMAP 7yr maps, outside the Galactic plane and LMC regions specified above. For each of them, the MMF gives the flux density at the reference frequency (94 GHz, ν0 in eq. ( 3)) and the spectral index, the only free parameter of the method. The uncertainty on the spectral index can be estimated from intensive simulations made in Lanz et al. (2010) . Table 1 lists the nine sources that are either well known Galactic sources (like the Crab Nebula, the HII regions NGC 281 and NGC 1499 or the star-formation regions NGC 1333 and NGC 6729) or are located within Galactic molecular cloud complexes, like the Orion or the Ophiucus regions, or within regions of intense Galactic emissions, plus one unidentified. Table 1 gives the flux densities within the WMAP 94 GHz beam. In most cases, these are lower limits to the total flux densities because the sources are resolved. Given the different beam sizes at the two frequencies, the spectral indices cannot be reliably estimated in the case of resolved sources.
Excluding the ten sources listed in Table 1 , the MMF has detected 119 objects, listed in Table 2 . All these objects have a counterpart in lower frequency radio catalogues, that cover the whole sky to much fainter flux density limits 3 , (see Figure 1) . The apparently ultra-steep (γ 94 61 = −2.25) spectrum of Cygnus A is partly due to resolution effects (the 94 GHz beam encompasses a lower fraction of the total flux density than the 61 GHz beam).
In Tables 1 and 2 , sources without an estimation of the flux density or the spectral index are objects that are only 'detected' at one frequency. Therefore, because the method we use to filter the maps is multifrequency, the spectral indices of these sources fall outside the range studied in this work. These sources are not taken into account in the subsequent analysis.
The spectral index distribution of the sources in Table 2, shown in Figure 2 , has a median value of -0.65
3 Except for a few of the sources in Table 1 , none of the objects detected by the MMF has an IRAS counterpart. Table 3 . Euclidean-normalised differential number counts at 61 and 94 GHz, based on our detections, in bins of ∆ log(S) = 0.2 and taking into account the Bayesian correction to the flux densities.
with a dispersion of 0.71. For comparison, Wright et al. (2009) , mostly based on lower frequency WMAP data, found a mean spectral index γ = −0.09, with a dispersion σ = 0.28. Our results are therefore consistent with the steepening of source spectra above ∼ 70 GHz found for different data sets (Sadler et al. 2008; González-Nuevo et al. 2008; Marriage et al. 2011; Massardi et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration et al. 2011b ). The Euclidean normalised source counts at 61 and 94 GHz are given in Table 3 and shown in Figure 3 , where they are compared with the counts in the nearest Planck channels (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011b ) and with the predictions of the De Zotti et al. (2005) and Tucci et al. (2011) models.
In this figure, the flux densities obtained with the MMF were corrected with a Bayesian approach ) in order to remove as much as possible the Eddington bias (Eddington 1913 ). This approach takes into account the distribution in flux density of the objects as a power law with unknown slope, and an additive Gaussian noise. It is important to point out that this correction is statisti- cal, and therefore it has been taken into account only in the estimation of the source counts.
The comparison in Figure 3 shows that our completeness limit is ≃ 2 Jy. Above this limit, the agreement with the Planck counts and with the Tucci et al. (2011) 
Comparison with the WMAP catalogues
The WMAP Five-Band Point Source Catalog (Gold et al. 2011) lists all the sources that where detected at 5σ in at least one frequency channel, outside a mask excluding sources in the Galactic plane and Magellanic Cloud regions. Flux densities in the other channels are reported if the signal is detected at a > 2σ significance. In this catalogue, 94 GHz flux densities are reported for 236 sources. However it is not clear how many of them are detected at a 5σ level at 94 GHz. Since the WMAP and NEWPS catalogues have comparable statistical completeness and reliability properties, on the basis of the NEWPS3yr catalogue (see section 4.3) we may roughly estimate that the 5σ detections are 22. We expect a similar or smaller number of sources with the same significance in the less complete WMAP catalogue at the same frequency. By contrast, our method guarantees that all the 119 (presumably) extragalactic sources, 104 of which are outside the WMAP Point Source Catalog mask, are detected at 5σ at 94 GHz.
Comparison with NEWPS catalogues
López-Caniego et al. (2007) looked for sources in the WMAP 3-yr maps at the positions of known 5 GHz sources (non-blind search) and reported 22 detections at 94 GHz (listed in the NEWPS3yr catalogue). Massardi et al. (2009) combined a non-blind (based on the ATCA 20 GHz survey catalogue) and a blind search on WMAP 5-yr maps, excluding the W (94 GHz) channel (NEWPS5yr catalogue). At 61 GHz they detected 169 sources, 61 of which are not present in our catalogue (if we also take into account Table 1 ); 45 of them however are detected at 3σ with the MMF in the blind step of our detection process. Seven of the other 18 sources are at |b| < 15
• and may be contaminated by Galactic emission, and three lie in the LMC region, excluded from our search. The remaining 8 sources have not been detected by the MMF. On the other hand, our catalogue of extragalactic objects contains 16 sources not present in the NEWPS5yr catalogue. We must remark that our catalogue is completely based on a blind search, whereas the NEWPS catalogue was guided by a previous selection of sourecs detected at low frequency.
Comparison with ATCA and NRAO flux densities
Our sample of 94 GHz detections includes 85 sources with ground based ≃ 3 mm observations either with ATCA 4 or with the NRAO 12m telescope (Holdaway et al. 1994) 5 . The ATCA flux densities for these sources have been collected in the frequency range between 85 and 105 GHz with the "old" ATCA digital correlator with up to 2×256 MHz bandwidth. The MMF flux density estimates are compared with ATCA and NRAO measurements in Figure 4 . There is evidence that the MMF somewhat overestimates the flux densities below ≃ 2 Jy, most likely due to the Eddington bias. Above 2 Jy the mean absolute fractional error |SMMF − S ground |/S ground ≃ 38% somewhat higher than expected from the combination of nominal measurement errors and variability, suggesting that the true errors associated to the MMF flux density estimates are somewhat larger than the nominal values. In this respect, it must be noted that the WMAP 7-yr maps are averages over seven years of observations while the ATCA and NRAO measurements refer to a single epoch.
Comparison with the Planck Early Release
Compact Source Catalogue (ERCSC)
Thanks to its higher sensitivity, Planck has detected far more sources than WMAP. The Early Release Compact Source Catalogue (ERCSC) lists 1381 sources detected at 100 GHz and 599 detected at 70 GHz; 308 and 788 of the ERCSC 70 GHz and 100 GHz sources, respectively, are outside of the WMAP Point Source Catalog mask. Three of our sources in Table 2 are not present in the ERCSC, but are present in lower frequency catalogues with flux densities consistent with those inferred from WMAP data. The ERCSC gives four different measures of flux density for each source. For the comparison with our results, we have chosen the estimate called FLUXDET, which is calculated using an approach similar to ours and appears to have higher reliability for low signal-to-noise ratios. 8 Jy are all lower than the the ERCSC flux densities at 100 GHz. Two of these sources (the one at RA = 91.968
• , dec = −6.396
• and Cen A) has a strong dust emission, seen in the IRAS survey, that enhances the 100 GHz flux density. The other 3 are well known highly vari- able blazars (3C273, 3C279, 3C454.3), caught by Planck in a bright phase.
The spectral index distributions of our sources are pretty close to that of the ERCSC sources: the median spectral index of our sources is -0.65, with a standard deviation of 0.71; for ERCSC sources with γ 2 (to avoid strong contamination by dust emission) and excluding the Galactic plane and the LMC region as defined previously in order to have a sample comparable with ours, we find a median value of −0.39 with a standard deviation of 0.52.
CONCLUSIONS
The detection of extragalactic point sources is a crucial task in the analysis of CMB maps because point sources are the main contaminant of the CMB power spectrum on small angular scales. From the same maps we can extract interesting astrophysical information about the point sources them-selves. The development of efficient detection tools is therefore very important. The MMF holds the promise of achieving detections down to fainter flux densities than achievable by standard methods.
Applying this tool to WMAP 7yr maps at 61 and 94 GHz simultaneously we have obtained 129 5σ detections at both frequencies, outside the Galactic plane (i.e. at |b| > 5
• ) and the LMC regions. Nine of these sources, listed in Table 1 , are either known Galactic sources or reside in regions of high Galactic emission. One additional source, also listed in Table 1 , does not have a counterpart in low frequency radio catalogues. All the other 119 sources, listed in Table 2 , do have a low frequency counterpart; 104 of them reside outside the WMAP Point Source Catalog mask. For comparison, the NEWPS-3year catalogue contains 22 5σ detections at 94 GHz. Although the Planck ERCSC contains far more sources at the frequencies (70 and 100 GHz) nearest to those used in the present analysis, we have detected three sources not present in the ERCSC, yet with flux densities consistent with lower frequency measurements.
A comparison of the flux densities yielded by the MMF with those obtained at ≃ 90 GHz with the ATCA or the NRAO 12m telescope, and with the Planck ERCSC data at 70 and 100 GHz, shows a generally good agreement above ≃ 2 Jy, although the rms differences between MMF and ground based or ERCSC values are larger than expected from variability and nominal measurement errors. This suggests that the errors associated to MMF flux density estimates are somewhat larger than the nominal values listed in Table 2 . Below 2 Jy, the MMF flux densities tend to be somewhat overestimated, as the effect of the Eddington bias.
The distribution of 61-94 GHz spectral indices of sources in Table 2 has a median value equal to γ 94 61 = −0.65 (with a dispersion of 0.71), while Wright et al. (2009) , mostly based on lower frequency WMAP data, found a mean spectral index γ = −0.09, with a dispersion σ = 0.28. Our results therefore confirm the steepening of extragalactic radio source spectra above ∼ 70 GHz, suggested by various data sets (Sadler et al. 2008; González-Nuevo et al. 2008; Marriage et al. 2011; Massardi et al. 2010) and then confirmed by analyses of different samples (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011b,c; Giommi et al. 2011 ) of bright extragalactic sources extracted by the Planck Early Release Compact Source Catalogue (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011a ).
This average steepening observed in the spectra of bright extragalactic sources, which are mainly blazars in this frequency range (Angel & Stockman 1980) , has been recently interpreted by Tucci et al. (2011) in terms of the "break" frequency, foreseen in the emission spectra of blazars by classic physical models for the synchrotron emission in the inner part of inhomogenous conical jets. Remarkably, this new model by Tucci et al. (2011) is able to give a good a fit not only to the source number counts here presented (see Figure 3 ; § 4.1) but also to almost all the published data on number counts and spectral index distributions of bright extragalctic radio sources up to, al least, 200-300 GHz.
